
Social Media Report 
September 2014 



Highest page views for Sept: 
• Sept 9 – 325 page views after we posted a case study about Walmart’s Snack Report 
• Sept 26 – 303 page views after Merissa’s blog post on David Cochrane 
• Sept 23 – 292 page views after Joe’s blog post on Eric and Hannah Alper 
 
 



Sessions, Bounce Rates and New Visitors 
• Blogs and case studies are responsible for driving traffic to our site. 
• Most readers read the story and then leave the site 
• High percentage of new visitors means blog posts are bringing in viewers that don’t 

traditionally read our site 
 
 



Replies and Retweets 
• Our lack of replies shows that we aren’t creating content that has a high response 

rate or lacks engagement 
• Our tweet posts get fairly good retweets, though it varies depending on the topic 
 
 





Mid-Sized Agencies Twitter Followers 
Strategic Objectives  10.6 k 
APEX PR  4,009 
National PR  3,648 
High Road  3,465 
Argyle  2,702 
VERITAS  2,082 
Harbinger Communications  1,266 
Holmes PR 673 

In comparison to other Toronto-based mid-sized agencies, we are doing very 
well. The fact that we tweeted lots of unique content via our blog posts has 
helped distinguish us. 











 
Twitter engagement is clearly an area we need to work on 



Our follower demographics skew younger and female, as 
reflected in the field of Public Relations generally 



We are really doing better than average on images and links. 
We should look into producing our own video content for 

Twitter/Instagram/YouTube in the future. 



Agency Posts Followers 
Narrative PR 651 1221 
High Road 56 301 
APEX 151 196 
Strategic Objectives 78 226 
National N/A N/A 
Arygle N/A N/A 
Veritas N/A N/A 
Holmes N/A N/A 
Harbinger N/A N/A 
 

Agencies are slow to adopt Instagram compared to Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn and even Google +. 



Our LinkedIn success varies wildly. Days with no new posts have almost no 
engagement and minimal impressions. Our linked in posts correlate closely 

with blog posts.  



The majority of our LinkedIn followers are entry level PR practitioners (and 
probably many PR students). More Senior PR practitioners are also following us 

(probably competitors) 



We are gaining ground in comparison to our competitors. We should look to 
our success with Twitter to capitalize on our Linked In page. 



Unfortunately we ignored Facebook during the month of September. 





1. Create a content strategy that is unique to some social channels. 
Facebook was largely ignored this month, but historically Facebook, 
Twitter and LinkedIn have shared the same content through separate 
channels. Each channel should have some element of unique 
content tailored for that channel and audience. 

2. Look at our Twitter success and attempt to emulate that success with 
our other platforms. 

3. Start thinking about how we can cheaply and efficiently create video 
content that could be used on social media and re-vive our YouTube 
channel. 

4. Get serious about blogging. Our blogs offer a simple way for us to 
share unique content that strengthens our brand as an agency, but 
also as individuals. Our stats from our webpage, Twitter and LinkedIn 
all show a strong correlation between impressions and blog posting 
days.  
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